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Abstract. In this work, we describe a methodology to interpret large persons’ networks extracted from text by classifying cliques
using the DBpedia ontology. The approach and the challenges faced when building networks based on persons’ co-occurrence are
discussed in detail, especially the problem of mention normalisation and coreference resolution. The classification methodology
that first starts from single nodes and then generalises to cliques is effective in terms of performance and is able to deal also with
nodes that are not linked to Wikipedia. The gold standard manually developed for evaluation shows that groups of co-occurring
entities share in most of the cases a category that can be automatically assigned. The outcome of this work may be of interest in
a Big Data scenario to enhance the visualisation of large networks and to provide an additional semantic layer on top of cliques,
so as to ease the comprehension of the network from a distance.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, humanities scholars have faced the
challenge of introducing information technologies in
their daily research activity to gain new insight from
historical sources, literary collections and other types
of corpora, now available in digital format. However,
in order to process large amounts of data and browse
through the results in an intuitive way, new advanced
tools are needed, specifically designed for researchers
without a technical background. Especially scholars in
the areas of social sciences or contemporary history
need to interpret the content of an increasing flow of
information (e.g. news, transcripts, political debates)
in short time, in order to quickly grasp the content of
large amounts of data and then select the most interest-
ing sources.

One effective way to highlight semantic connec-
tions emerging from documents, while effectively
summarising their content, is a network. In order to
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analyse concepts and topics present in a corpus, sev-
eral approaches have been successfully presented to
model text corpora as networks, based on word co-
occurrences, syntactic dependencies [33] or Latent
Dirichlet Allocation [14]. While these approaches fo-
cus mainly on concepts, other information could be
effectively modeled in the form of networks, i.e. per-
sons. Indeed, persons’ networks are the focus of sev-
eral important research projects in the humanities, for
instance Mapping the Republic of Letters1, where con-
nections between nodes have been manually encoded
as metadata.

When we move to a Big Data scenario, however,
where scholars need to manage large amounts of tex-
tual data, new challenges related to the creation of per-
sons’ networks need to be tackled. First of all, the pro-
cess must be performed automatically. This involves
taking some a priori choices related to the creation and
the weight of nodes, and the setting of edges. Another
issue is related to the readability of the resulting net-
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work. Indeed, networks extracted from large amounts
of data can include thousands of nodes and edges.
While several libraries have been released to display
and navigate networks, an overview of the content of
large networks is difficult to achieve.

In this work, we present an extensive study re-
lated to the extraction of persons’ networks from large
amounts of text, analysing the impact of persons’ dis-
ambiguation and coreference resolution on the task.
Besides, we present a methodology to exploit Seman-
tic Linking in order to ease the readability of large
persons’ networks by adding a semantic layer on top
of them. This layer includes categories automatically
leveraged from DBpedia, which have been assigned to
cliques of nodes. Through this process, interpretation
of networks, so-called distant reading [25], is made
easier.

This work is part of the ongoing ALCIDE project,
whose goal is to develop a platform for advanced docu-
ment processing to support humanities scholars in their
daily research [26]. A first evaluation of the network
extraction and visualisation functionality, involving 18
users in a demo session and a focus group, highlighted
the need to improve the readability of the resulting net-
work. Adding semantic categories was the top-ranked
suggestion provided by the participants.

The article is structured as follows: in Section 2 we
discuss past works related to our task, while in Section
3 we provide a description of the steps belonging to the
proposed methodology. In Section 4, the experimen-
tal setup and the analysed corpus are detailed, while in
Section 5 an evaluation of node and clique classifica-
tion is provided and discussed. In Section 6 we provide
details on how to obtain the implemented system and
the dataset, and finally we draw some conclusions and
discuss future work in Section 7.

2. Related work

This work lies at the intersection of different disci-
plines. It takes advantage from studies on graphs, in
particular research on the proprieties of cliques, i.e.
groups of nodes with all possible ties among them-
selves. Cliques have been extensively studied in rela-
tion to social networks, where they usually represent
social circles or communities [11,15,21]. Although we
use them to model co-occurrence in texts and not so-
cial relations, the assumption underlying this work is
the same: the nodes belonging to the same clique share
some common properties or categories, which we aim

at identifying automatically using the Linked Open
Data.

This work relies also on past research analysing the
impact of pre-processing, in particular coreference res-
olution and named entity disambiguation, on the ex-
traction of networks from text. The work presented
in [5] shows that anaphora and coreference resolution
have both an impact on deduplicating nodes and ad-
justing weights in networks extracted from news. The
authors recommend to apply both pre-processing steps
in order to bring the network structure closer to the
underlying social structure. This recommendation has
been integrated in our processing pipeline. Impact of
named entity disambiguation on networks extracted
from e-mail interactions is analysed in [6]. The authors
argue that disambiguation is a precondition for test-
ing hypotheses, answering graph-theoretical and sub-
stantive questions about networks, and advancing net-
work theories. We base our study on these premises,
in which we introduce a mention normalisation step
that collapses different person mentions onto the same
node if they refer to the same entity.

The authors of [16] describe how BBC integrates
data and links documents across entertainment and
news domains by using Linked Open Data. Similarly,
in [27] Reuters News articles are connected in an entity
graph at document-level: people are represented as ver-
tices, and two persons are connected if they co-occur
in the same article. The authors investigate the impor-
tance of a person using various ranking algorithms,
such as PageRank. In [13] a similar graph of people
is created, showing that relations between individuals
can be guessed also connecting entities at sentence-
level, with high precision and recall.

In [17], the Semantic Web is used to get a repre-
sentation of educational entities, in order to build self-
organised learning networks and go beyond course and
curriculum centric models. The Trusty algorithm [18]
combines network analysis and Semantic Web to com-
pute social trust in a group of users using a particular
service on the Web.

3. Methodology

We propose and evaluate a metodology that takes
a corpus in plain text as input and outputs a network,
where each node corresponds to a person and an edge
is set between two nodes if the two persons are co-
occurring inside the same sentence. Within the net-
work, cliques, i.e. maximum number of nodes who
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have all possible ties present among themselves, are
automatically labeled with a category extracted from
DBPedia. In our case, cliques correspond to persons
that tend to occur together in text, for which we assume
that they share some commonalties, or took part to the
same events. The goal of this process is to provide a
comprehensive overview of the persons mentioned in
large amounts of documents and show dependencies,
overlaps, outliers and other features that would oth-
erwise be hard to discern. An example network with
two highlighted cliques is shown in Fig. 1, displaying
a screenshot of the ALCIDE system.

The creation of persons’ network from text can be
designed to model different types of relations. In case
of novels, networks can capture dialogue interactions
and rely on the conversations between characters [8].
In case of e-mail corpora, [6], edges correspond to
emails exchanged between sender and addressee. Each
type of interaction must be recognised with an ad hoc
approach, for instance using a tool that identifies di-
rect speech in literary texts. However, since our goal
is to rely on a general-purpose methodology that ap-
plies to a Big Data scenario, our approach to network
creation is based on co-occurrence, similar to existing
approaches to the creation of concept networks.

3.1. Pre-processing

The corpus is first processed with a pipeline of Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) tools. The goal is
to detect persons’ names in the documents and link
them to DBpedia. We use PIKES [3], a suite integrat-
ing different NLP modules and optimized to process
large amounts of data in short time. Specifically, we
first identify persons’ mentions in the documents (e.g.
‘J. F. Kennedy’, ‘Lady Gaga’, etc.) with the Stanford
Named Entity Recogniser [9]. Then, the Stanford De-
terministic Coreference Resolution System [20] is run
to identify which expressions refer to the same entity
in each document. For instance, the expressions ‘J. F.
Kennedy’, ‘J. F. K.’, ‘John Kennedy’ and ‘he’ may
all be connected in a coreferential chain because they
all refer to the same person. Finally, DBpedia Spot-
light [4] and the Wiki Machine [2] are both run to link
the entities in the text with the corresponding DBpe-
dia pages. In particular, we consider only links that
overlap with the NER annotation and belong to the
Person category. We combine the output of the two
tools, since past works proved that this outperforms the
performance of single linking systems [32]. In case of
mismatch between the output of the two linking an-

notations, the confidence values (between 0 to 1, pro-
vided by both systems) are compared, and only the
more confident result is considered.

While PIKES is a complex tool (time, CPU and
memory consuming), it is applicable also to large
amounts of data, as it can be optimized and parallelized
to reduce the process time, for example by deactivating
some modules such as coreference resolution. There-
fore, precision, recall and execution time can be bal-
anced by tuning the active modules and the parameters
of the extraction.

3.2. Linking filters

In order to improve linking precision, two filters
have been implemented and can be activated on de-
mand. The first is applied to highly ambiguous enti-
ties, because it is very likely that they are linked to
the wrong Wikipedia page, so it may be preferable
to ignore them during the linking process. An entity
should be ignored if the probability that it is linked
to a Wikipedia page (calculated as described in [29])
is below a certain threshold. For instance, the word
Plato can be linked to the philosopher, but also to an
actress, Dana Plato, a racing driver, Jason Plato, or
a South African politician, Dan Plato. However, the
probability that Plato is linked to the philosopher page
is 0.93, i.e. the link to the philosopher is probably al-
ways right. In some cases, thresholds are very low, ex-
pecially for common combinations of name-surname.
For example, Bob Johnson can be linked to 21 different
Wikipedia pages, all of them having similar thresholds
(0.16 for the ice hockey player, 0.13 for the musician,
0.09 for the pitcher, etc.). We manually checked some
linking probabilities and set the threshold value to 0.2,
so that if every possible page that can be linked to that
set of tokens has a probability < 0.2, the entity is not
linked.

The second filter exploits the Linked Open Data
paradigm to filter out entities that are certainly wrong,
by forcing constraints on some entity properties (for
example, inferred by time and/or location properties).
In our case study (see Section 4) we removed all links
referring to entities whose birthDate > 1943, since the
documents in the corpus were created in 1960 and per-
sons mentioned there were likely to be born before
1943.

3.3. Network creation

The goal of this step is to take in input the informa-
tion extracted through pre-processing and filtering and
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Fig. 1. Portion of network extracted with the ALCIDE tool from the corpus of Nixon’s speeches. Cliques are marked in red.

produce a network representing person co-occurrences
in the corpus. We assume that persons correspond to
nodes and edges express co-occurrence. We build a
person-person matrix where we assign an edge weight
of 1 every time two persons are mentioned together
in the same sentence2. Every time a co-occurrence is
repeated, the edge weight is increased by 1. The final
output is a weighted undirected network where edge
weights are co-occurrence frequency. Although the ex-
periments presented in this article do not take into ac-
count such weights, they may be used in future to re-
duce the network size and select only the entities which
are most mentioned.

A known issue in network creation is name dis-
ambiguation, i.e. identifying whether a set of person
mentions refers to one or more real-world persons.
This task can be very difficult because it implies un-
derstanding whether spellings of seemingly similar

2Even if the sentence window is arbitrary, it is common to con-
sider this boundary also when manually annotating relations in
benchmarks [24,13]

names, such as ‘Smith, John’ and ‘Smith, J.’, repre-
sent the same person or not. The given problem can get
more complicated, especially when people are named
with diminutives (e.g. ‘Nick’ instead of ‘Nicholas’),
acronyms (e.g. ‘J.F.K.’) or inconsistently spelled.

In our approach, we consider two different steps to
tackle the problem of disambiguation. In both cases,
persons’ information extracted at document level is
processed and aggregated in order to obtain a global
representation at corpus level.

Mention normalisation In this step, persons’ men-
tions detected in each document are assigned to the
network nodes based on a set of rules for mention nor-
malisation and filtering. Entities comprising more than
one token (i.e. complex entities) are collapsed onto the
same node if they show a certain amount of common
tokens (e.g. ‘John F. Kennedy’ and ‘John Kennedy’).
The approach is similar to the first initial method, that
proved to reach 97% accuracy in past experiments[23].
However, we make the approach more robust because
we deal also with simple entities (i.e. composed only
of one token), spelling variants, etc. As for simple en-
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Fig. 2. Workflow of the whole system.

tities, they can be either proper names or surnames.
To assess which simple entity belongs to which cate-
gory, two lists of first and family names are extracted
from biographies in Wikipedia, along with their fre-
quency: a token is considered as a family name if it
appears in the corresponding list and it does not ap-
pear in the first name list, unless it appears in the latter
with a greater frequency. Tokens not classified as sur-
names are ignored and not included in the network. To-
kens classified as surnames, instead, are merged with
the node corresponding to the most frequent complex
entity containing such surname. For example, the sin-
gle mentions of ‘Kennedy’ are all collapsed onto the
‘John Fitzgerald Kennedy’ node, if it is more frequent
in the corpus than any other node containing the same
surname such as ‘Robert F. Kennedy’, ‘Ted Kennedy’,
etc. After mention normalisation, the network has less
nodes but it is more connected than the original version
without normalisation (see Table 1).

Coreference resolution In this step, we integrate
the output of the coreference resolution algorithm in
the creation of the network, given that past experi-
ments showed its usefulness in the extraction of per-
sons’ networks from text [5]. Through coreference res-
olution, the number of edges is increased as well as
the dimension of cliques. For instance, consider the
following sentences, where expressions in italics are
named entities and underlined tokens are annotations
added by the coreference resolution system (numbers
correspond to the entities found by the system):

“John Kennedy1 contends that the Voice of Amer-
ica is weak, ignoring its growth under President Eisen-
hower2. He1 continues to assert that the President of
the United States2 could have expressed regrets or
apologized to Mr. Khrushchev3.”

After mention normalisation, John Kennedy is merged
with the node of John F. Kennedy and President Eisen-
hower with the node of Dwight D. Eisenhower, and an
edge is set between the two. The coreference resolution
system would recognize an additional co-referring re-
lation connecting He and John Kennedy as well as The
President of the United States and President Eisen-
hower. This would lead to the creation of an edge
also between the node of John F. Kennedy and that
of Nikita Khrushchev and between Nikita Khrushchev
and Dwight D. Eisenhower. In short, coreference
resolution would add two connections to the Nikita
Khrushchev node, which would be ignored if we ap-
plied only mention normalisation.

3.4. Clique identification and labelling

The last steps of the process include the identifica-
tion of cliques, i.e. clusters of nodes with all possible
ties among themselves (see Figure 1), and their classi-
fication by assigning a semantic category covering all
nodes included in the clique.

In case of small datasets, existing algorithms can
quickly find all maximal cliques inside a network (a
maximal clique is a clique that cannot be enlarged
by adding a vertex). The most efficient one is the
Bron-Kerbosch clique detection algorithm [1]. Unfor-
tunately, the algorithm takes exponential time O(3n/3)
(being n the number of vertices in the network), which
means that it quickly becomes intractable when the
size of the network increases. Since in our scenario we
are not interested in listing every maximal clique, but
we can instead limit the size of the cliques to a fixed
value k (that can be arbitrary big, for example 10), the
execution time drops to O(nkk2), that is polynomial
[7].
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Clique labeling is performed according to the fol-
lowing algorithm. Let C be the set of cliques to be la-
beled. For each clique c ∈ C, let ci, i = (1 . . . kc) be
the nodes belonging to c (note that we extract cliques
of different sizes, that’s why we denote with kc the size
of the clique c). For each node ci previously linked to
a Wikipedia page (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2) we ex-
tract the corresponding DBpedia classes using Airpe-
dia [30]. This system was chosen because it extends
DBpedia coverage, classifying also pages that do not
contain an infobox and exploiting cross-lingual links
in Wikipedia. This results in a deeper and broader cov-
erage of pages w.r.t DBpedia classes.

Let class(ci) be the set of DBpedia classes associ-
ated to an entity ci ∈ c. Note that class(ci) = ∅ for
some ci, as only around 50% of the entities can be suc-
cessfully linked (see last column of Table 2).

For each clique, we define the first frequency func-
tion F ′ that maps each possible DBpedia class to the
number of occurrences of that class in that clique. For
example, the annotated clique

Gifford Pinchot→ Governor
Theodore Roosevelt→ President

Wendell Willkie→ [none]
Franklin Roosevelt→ President

will result in

F ′(Governor) = 1
F ′(President) = 2.

As DBpedia classes are hierarchical, we compute
the final frequency function F by adding to F ′ the an-
cestors for each class. In our example, as Governor
and President are both children of Politician,
F will result in

F (Governor) = 1
F (President) = 2

F (Politician) = 3.

Since in our task we focus on persons, we only
deal with the classes dominated by Person (we ig-
nore the Agent class, along with Person itself). Fi-
nally, we pick the class that has the highest frequency,
and extend the annotation to the unknown entities. In
the example, Wendell Willkie would be classified as
Politician. The same class is also used to guess
what the people in the clique have in common, i.e. a
possible classification of the whole clique, to help the
distant reading of the graph (see Section 1).

Table 1
Number of nodes and of cliques in the network with and without
mention normalization (MN) and coreference resolution (COREF).
In brackets, the average number of entities for each clique.

w/o MN MN

Number of nodes 4.754 4.261

Number of cliques

w/o COREF 720 (4.62) 683 (4.60)
COREF 1.005 (4.91) 869 (4.80)

4. Experimental setup

We evaluate our approach on the corpus of political
speeches uttered by Nixon and Kennedy during 1960
presidential campaign.3 The corpus contains around
1,650,000 tokens (830,000 by Nixon and 815,000 by
Kennedy). Although these numbers are not typical of
a Big Data scenario, our approach is designed to easily
scale up and tackles one of the issues of working with
Big Data, i.e. semantic interpretation and readability
of processing results. Besides, the corpus is represen-
tative of political discourse, a domain in which large
amounts of data are typically available and used by hu-
manities scholars.

The full processing of the dataset on a single ma-
chine (12GB of RAM, 20 threads) took 170 minutes,
at an average speed of about 162 tokens/s. Without the
coreference resolution step, the processing time would
decrease by fifty percent.

The corpus is first pre-processed as described in
Section 3.1. Then, the recognized entities are linked
and mention normalisation (MN) and coreference res-
olution (COREF) are performed, as a preliminary step
to the creation of the network and the extraction of
cliques (see Section 3.4). We show in Table 1 the im-
pact of these two processes on the network dimension
and on the number of extracted cliques.

Clique identification is performed by applying the
Bron-Kerbosch clique detection algorithm (see Sec-
tion 3.4), using the implementation available in the
JGraphT package.4 After this extraction, we only work
on cliques having at least 3 nodes, as smaller cliques
would be too trivial.

Mention normalization reduces the number of nodes
by 10% because it collapses different mentions onto

3The transcription of the speeches are available online
by John T. Woolley and Gerhard Peters, The American
Presidency Project (http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/
1960_election.php)

4http://jgrapht.org/
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the same node. Consequently, the number of cliques
decreases (see Table 1). Coreference resolution, in-
stead, does not have any impact on the network di-
mension, but it increases the number of edges con-
necting nodes, resulting in an increment of the number
of cliques and also of their dimension. The evaluation
presented in the remainder of this article is based on a
system configuration including both mention normali-
sation and coreference resolution.

5. Evaluation

Since the goal of this work is to present and evalu-
ate a methodology to assign categories to cliques and
make large persons’ networks more readable, we first
create a gold standard with two annotated layers, one
at node and one at clique level. This data set includes
50 cliques randomly extracted from the clique list (see
Section 3.4).

First, each node in the clique is manually annotated
with one or more classes from the DBpedia ontology
[19] expressing the social role of the person under con-
sideration. For example, Henry Clay is annotated both
as Senator and Congressman. For many political
roles, the ontology does not contain any class (for in-
stance, Secretary). In that case the person is labeled
with the closest more generic class (e.g. Politician).

Then, for each clique, we identify the most specific
class (or classes) of the ontology including every mem-
ber of the group. The shared class is used as label to
define the category of the clique. For example, a clique
can be annotated as follows:

John Swainson→ Governor
G. Mennen Williams→ Governor

Thaddeus Machrowicz→ Congressman
Jim O’Hara→ Congressman

Pat McNamara→ Senator

[whole clique]→ Politician.

In case no category covering all nodes exists, the
Person class is assigned. For instance, a clique con-
taining 3 nodes labeled as Journalist and 2 nodes
as President is assigned the Person class.

The gold standard contains overall 204 persons
grouped into 50 cliques, only 6 of which are labelled
with the Person category. This confirms our initial
hypothesis that nodes sharing the same clique (i.e.
persons that tend to be mentioned together in text)

show a high degree of commonality. All entities in
the gold standard are assigned at least one category.
Since this task is performed by looking directly at the
DBpedia ontology, also persons that are not present
in Wikipedia are manually labeled. In case a node is
ambiguous (e.g. six persons named Pat McNamara are
listed in Wikipedia), the annotator looks at the textual
context(s) in which the clique occurs to disambiguate
the entity.

In Table 2, we report different stages of the evalu-
ation performed by comparing the system output with
the gold standard. We first evaluate the classification
of the single nodes (‘node classification’) by compar-
ing the category assigned through linking with DBpe-
dia Spotlight and the Wiki Machine to the class labels
in the gold standard. Since our methodology assigns a
category to a clique even if not all nodes are linked to
a Wikipedia page, we evaluate also the effect of inher-
iting the clique class at node level (see row ‘Extend-
ing to non-linked entities’). Besides, we assess the im-
pact of ‘highly ambiguous entities’ on node classifica-
tion, and the effect of removing them from the nodes
to be linked (‘without highly ambiguous entities’). For
instance, we removed from the data the node of ‘Bob
Johnson’, which may refer to 21 different persons (see
section 3.4 for details). The last line in Table 2 shows
the performance of the system on guessing the shared
class for the entire clique.

For each entity that needs to be classified, the eval-
uation is performed as proposed by [22] for a simi-
lar hierarchical categorisation task. Figure 3 shows an
example of the evaluation. The system tries to clas-
sify the entity Dante Fascell and maps it to the ontol-
ogy class Governor, while the correct classification
is Congressman. The missing class (question mark)
counts as a false negative (fn), the wrong class (cross)
counts as a false positive (fp), and the correct class
(tick) counts as a true positive (tp). As in this task we
classify only people, we do not consider the true pos-
itives associated to the Person and Agent classes.5

In the example above, classification of Dante Fascell
influences the global rates by adding 1 tp, 1 fn and 1
fp. Once all rates are collected for each classification,
precision (p), recall (r) and F1 are calculated as fol-
lows:

5See http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/
ontology/classes/ for a hierarchical representation of the
DBpedia ontology classes.
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Dante Fascell
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Fig. 3. Description of the evaluation.

p =
tp

tp + fp
r =

tp

tp + fn
F1 = 2 · p · r

p+ r
.

Results in Table 2 show that the performance of
node classification suffers from missing links, depend-
ing on the incomplete coverage of DBpedia Spotlight
and the Wiki Machine, but also on the fact that some
entities are not present in Wikipedia. However, this
configuration achieves a good precision. In terms of
F1, extending the class assigned to the clique also to
non-linked entities yields a performance improvement,
due to better recall.

Removing highly ambiguous entities is extremely
beneficial because it boosts precision as expected, es-
pecially in combination with the strategy to extend the
clique class to all underlying nodes. The setting based
on this combination is the best performing one, achiev-
ing an improvement with respect to basic node classi-
fication both in precision and in recall.

Based on the best performing setting for node clas-
sification, we also evaluated the resulting clique classi-
fication, with the goal of assigning a category to clus-
ters of interconnected nodes and easing the network
comprehension. Results show that the task achieves
good results and, even if not directly comparable, clas-
sification performance is higher than on single nodes.
This shows that: (i) the DBpedia ontology is a resource
suitable for this kind of task, where a generalisation
step from nodes to cliques is needed; (ii) cliques tend
to have a common category, meaning that persons co-
occurring in texts show a high degree of commonality;
and (iii) clique classification is an effective approach
to discover the category of entities that are not present
in Wikipedia.

6. Dataset and tool

The tool performing the workflow described in this
paper is written in Java and released on GitHub6 un-
der the GPL license, version 3. In the same repository
one can find both the gold standard and the extracted
dataset of people classified using the DBpedia ontol-
ogy.

The documents used in our case study (Nixon and
Kennedy discourses in the 1960 US Presidency elec-
tion) are released under the NARA public domain li-
cense and may be reproduced. On our GitHub page one
can find the dataset of the original Nixon and Kennedy
speech transcriptions, along with the linguistic annota-
tions applied in the pre-processing step (in NAF format
[10], see Section 3.1).

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we presented an approach to extract
persons’ networks from large amounts of textual data
based on co-occurrence relations. Then, we introduced
a methodology to identify cliques and assigned them a
category based on DBpedia ontology. This additional
information layer is meant to ease the interpretation of
networks, especially when they are particularly large.

We discussed in detail several issues related to the
task. First of all, dealing with textual data is chal-
lenging because persons’ mentions can be variable or
inconsistent, and the proposed approach must be ro-
bust enough to tackle this problem. We rely on a well
known tool for coreference resolution and we perform
mention normalisation so that all mentions referring
to the same entity are recognised and assigned to the
same node. We also introduced two filtering strategies,
one to deal with highly ambiguous entities and one to
put temporal constraints on the recognised entities, in
order improve the network quality.

Finally, we presented and evaluated a strategy to
assign a category to the nodes in a clique and then,
by generalisation, to the whole clique. The approach
yields good results, especially at clique level, and
is able to classify also entities that are not present
in Wikipedia. The data manually annotated for the
gold standard confirmed the initial hypothesis that co-
occurrence networks based on persons’ mentions can
provide an interesting representation of the content of
a document collection, and that cliques can effectively

6https://github.com/dkmfbk/cliques
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Table 2
Evaluation of node and clique classification

Experiment P R F1 Classified entities

Node classification 0.689 0.481 0.566 139/204
Extending to non-linked entities 0.617 0.578 0.597 204/204

Node classification, without highly ambiguous entities 0.855 0.439 0.580 101/204
Extending to non-linked entities, without highly ambiguous entities 0.729 0.643 0.684 204/204

Clique classification 0.655 0.776 0.710

capture commonalities among co-occurring persons.
To our knowledge, this hypothesis was never proved
before, and the clique classification task based on DB-
pedia ontology is an original contribution of this work.

In the future, we first plan to integrate the layer to
visualise clique categories in the ALCIDE tool (Fig.
1), so that it can be exploited in a real research sce-
nario. We are also going to further improve and ex-
tend nodes and cliques classification, for instance by
applying clique percolation [28], a method used in So-
cial Media analysis to discover relations between com-
munities [12]. In our setting, it can be used to infer
the DBpedia class of cliques that are not linked to
Wikipedia. Almost-cliques have also been investigated
in past works [31] and should be integrated in our sys-
tem to increment the coverage of our approach by in-
cluding more entities.
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